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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF TANGENTIAL BLOWING

APPLIED TO A SUBSONIC V/STOL INLET

Richard R. Burley and Danny P. Hwang

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Llevelano, Ohio 44136

Abstract

Engine inlets for subsonic, V/STOL aircraft must

operate over a wide range of conditions without in-
ternal flow separation. An experimental and an ana-
lytical investigation were conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of tangential hlowing to maintain at-
tached flow to high a%. -of-attack. The inlet had
a relatively thin lip with a Liowing slot located
either on the lip or in the diffuser. The height
and width of these slots was varied. Experimentally
determined flow separation boundaries showed that
lip blowing achieved higher angle-of-attack capabil-
ity than diffuser blowing. This capability was
achieved with the largest slot circumferential ex-
tent and either of the two slot heights. Predicted
(analytical) separation boundaries showed good
agreement except at the highest angles-of-attack.

Nomenclature

A area

CR contraction ratio
D diameter
H height
11 blowing slot height
L inlet	 length
M mass flo ►, rate
P total pressure
p static pressure

R Reynolds number
RBP relative blowing power,

of flight speeds, engine throttle settings, and in-
let angles-ot-attack. Studies indicate that these
inlets can experience angles-of-attack as high as
120' at flight speeds of 21 meters per second. A
major concern of the designer in maintaining effici-
ent engine operation at these severe conditions is
possible inlet internal boundary layer separation.
Separation free flow is desirable to minimize both
engine thrust losses and fan blade stresses,

The usual approach to achieving separation free
inlet flow is to make the inlet lower lip thick
enough to minimize the, high surface velocities that
occur on the lip as the flow is turned into the in-
let. Another approach, however, is to use a thinner
lip resulting in a shorter and lighter inlet plus
some method of controlling the boundary layer. One
such method is to blow a thin jet of high pressure
air tangentially into the boundary layer to re-
energize it. Blowing is a particularly attractive
method of inlet boundary layer control because a
source of high pressure air is readily available
from the eng';rie.

The paper first presents the results of an ex-
perimental investigation of tangential blowing ap-
plied to a subsonic V/STOL inlet to maintain at-
tached flow to high angles-of-attack, and a brief
discussion of some criteria that might be used to
select the appropriate values of the blowing design
parameters. Second, a brief description is given of
an analytical method for calculating the performance
of tangential blowing boundary layer control sys-
tems. Finally, a comparison is made between experi-
mental and analytical results.

YMB 
P 	 - 1 x 104

mI [(ro

T	 total temperature

V	 Velocity
X	 axial length from inlet highlight
y	 rake height

Y	 ratio of specific heats
e	 blowing slot circumferential extent

N	 viscosity

P	 density
circumferential location

Subscripts

b	 blowing

d	 diffuser rake
de	 diffuser exit

e	 edge of boundary layer

I	
F	 fan face

i	 HL	 highlight
I	 inlet
max maximum
o	 free stream

t	 throat

Introauction

Engine inlets for tilt-nacelle subsonic V/STOL

aircraft must operate efficiently over a wide range

Test Facility and Experimental Model

The experimental investigation was conducted in

the Lewis Research Center's 2.74- by 4.58-meter Low
Speed Wind Tunnel, which is an atmospheric pressure
facility with a free-stream velocity range from 0 to

75 meters per second. A photograph of the inlet/fan
combination installed in the test section is shown
in figure 1. The fan is a single stage 0.508 meter

diameter design with 15 rotor blades that have a
hub-to-tip ratio of 0.46. Fan pressure ratio is
about 1.17 at the design rotational speea of 8020
rpm, resulting in a tip speed of 213.5 meters per
second. The fan is driven by a four-stage turbine
powered by high pressure heated air delivered to the
turbine through flow passages in the model support
strut, A more complete description of the fan is
given in reference 1.

The inlet angle-of-attack is varied by rotating
the model in a horizontal plane about a vertical
support post. The post provides a passage for the
high pressure turbine drive air which comes up
through the tunnel floor. A vertical pipe that
comes down through the tunnel ceiling and is mounted
on a swivel joint provides ;a passage for the high
pressure blowing air for inlet boundary layer con-
trol. A portion of the adjacent tunnel vertical
wall was removed to allow the fan and turbine ex-
haust to pass through the wind tunnel wall during
high angle-of-attack operation.



The inlet shown in figure 1 is an axisymmetric
design with a lip contraction ratio, AHL/At of
1.46. This results in a relatively thin lip inlet

for subsonic V/STOL application where contraction
ratios of 1.69 and 1.76 have been suggested (refs. 2

and 3, respectively). The internal lip shape is
elliptical with a major-to-minor axis ratio of 2.0.
The inlet is 1.029 fan diameters long. Two blowing
slot locations were investigated, one on the lip and
the other in the diffuser.

Figure 2 shows the parameters that were varied
during the investigation as well as the different
blowing configurations. Six of the seven parameters
that were varied are shown in figure 2(a). Angle-
of-attack, a, was varied from 0° up to 110 0 ; free-
stream velocity, Vwas varied from 18 to 62 meters
/sec, throat velocity, V t , was varied between 52 and

201 meters/sec. (corresponding to throat Mach num-
bers between 0.15 and 0.60); blowing tot.'1 pressure,
Pg, was varied from 1.0 to 1.4 times free-stream
total pressure, Po ; blowing temperature i was not a

variable. Also varied were blowing slot eight and
circumferential extent, h and o, respectively, as
will be discussed in connection with figures 2(b)
and (c).

The seventh parameter that was varied was slot
location. As already mentioned, one slot was loca-
ted on the lip and the other was located in the dif-
fuser. The lip slot was located as close to the
highlight as practical (X/DF Q 0.008 fig. 2(b)).
Two slot heights and three slot circumferential ex-
tents were investigated. A 0.0508-cm height slot
(h/DF - 1x10` ) was tested at circumferential ex-

tents of 30 0 , 60 and 120 * ; a 0.152-cm height slot
(h/DF = 3x10'3 ) was tested

	

,	
at circumferential ex-

	

tents of 60	 90 , and 120
a
. The diffuser slot was

located as close to the inlet throat as practical
(h/DF - 0.20) The two diffuser slot heights inves-
tigated were the same as those for the lip slot.
Diffuser slot circumferential extent, however, was
held constant at 120'.

Also shown in figures 2(b) and (c) are two
total pressure rakes, one just downstream of the
diffuser slot and the other just upstream of the fan
face. Comparisons of experimental and analytical
boundary layer velocity profiles are made at these
locations.

Test Procedure

A major concern during the test was the safety

of the fan, which meant that the fan blade stresses
should not exceed their limiting value. The proce-
dure for ensuring this is detailed in reference 3.
Essentially it consisted of first setting a low free
stream velocity and angle-of-attack with the fan op-
erating at a low speed (-2000 rpm). Then a "safety
sweep" of fan speed was made during which time the
inlet passes from a worst condition to a better con-
dition (i.e., from separated to attached flow). The
sweep consisted of increasing the fan speed to about
6500 rpm (this corresponds to the upper value of
throat velocities associated with landing transition
maneuvers of subsonic V/STOL aircraft) while contin-
uously monitoring blade stress levels to assure that
they remain below their limiting value.

Once the safety sweep established that the fan
blade stresses remained below their limiting value,
fan spend was decreased until flow separation oc-
curred. Data were taken just before and after sepa-
ration.

At each free stream velocity, angle-of-attack
was increased in increments of 15 and the above
procedure repeated until either^ the limiting value

of blade stress or the desired angle-of-attack was
reached. This process was repeated for increased
free stream velocities. In this manner, the enve-
lope of safe operating »onditions for the baseline
configuration was established.

This same operating envelope also was adhered
to for the blowing tests. Thus, if some unforseen
event shut off the blowing air supply during the
test, fan blade stresses would still remain below
their limiting value. The procedure for the blowing
test was the same as that for the no blowing tests
with the exception that blowing pressure ratio was
set along with free stream velocity and angle-of-
attack. Note that utilizing the same operating en-
velope for the blowing tests as for the non-blowing
tests meant that sometimes the separation boundary
for the blowing configuration was not achieved be-
cause the upper limit on angle-of-attack was set by
the non-blowing configuration.

Experimental Results

Non-Blowing Correlating Parameter

Before discussing the effect of blowing, a pa-
rameter for correlating separation bounds for inlets
without blowing will be described. This parameter
is the ratio of inlet throat velocity to free stream
velocity, Vt/Vo. How well it correlates the data for
the baseline inlet (no slot) is shown in figure 3.

The results are presented in terms of the angle-of-
attack at which flow separation occurs, a, as a
function of the velocity ratio, Vt/Vo, for a
range of free stream velocities that might be en-
countered during the takeoff and landing maneuvers
of V/STOL aircraft.

As can be seen from figure 3, the velocity ra-
tio successfully correlates the results for the
baseline inlet. The dashed curve in the figure rep-

resents the flow separation boundary for the inlet.
Below the curve, the flow is attached; above the
curve, the flow is separated. This correlating pa-
rameter also has been successfully applied to other
inlet geometries without boundary layer control de-
vices (ref. 3). Moreover, as will be shown later,
this parameter also correlates the results for inlet
configurations that have the blowing slot closed.
It should be noted that for all of the results in
this paper, the inlet maximum internal surface vel-
ocity was always subsonic. This is an important

point because the Vt /Vo correlating parameter
is applicable only as long as no shocks are present
in the internal flow (ref. 4).

Also shown on the abscissa of figure 3 is a
range of values for the velocity ratio that might be
encountered during the landing transition of a tilt-
nacelle VTOL aircraft (ref. 2). At the start of
this transition maneuver, the fan is at part throt-
tle, (i.e., the throat velocity is low) because the
thrust was reduced to decrease the aircraft speed

from cruise conditions. During the landing transi-
tion maneuver, the aircraft continues to slow down
but the throat velocity now increases as the air-
craft transitions from wing-borne to thrust suppor-
ted operation. The combination of an increase in
throat velocity and a decrease in free stream ve-

locity results in an increase in velocity ratio dur-

ing this maneuver. According to reference 2, the
velocity ratio could increase from 0.85 to 6.0.

Effect of Blowing Location

The effect of blowing slot location, i.e., on
the lip or in the diffuser, on the flow separation



boundary Ts shown in tiqure ii for a blowing slot
height of O.Oboh cnr (h/UF P 1x10--,) and a slut cir-
Cuaiterential extent of 1.:0 . Ro5ult6 Nry shuwu in
figure 4(a) at a blowing pressure .atio, 1 1 6/Po, of
1.0; in figure 4(b) at a blowinrr oressure ratio of
L e; and in figure 4(c) at a blowinq pressure ratio
of 1.4. The open symbols denote data points to y, lip
blowing, 4110 the Solid symbols denote data points
for ditfuser blowing. It should be noted that a
blowing pressure ratio of 1.0, i.e., when blowing
total pressure is equal to tree stream total pres-
sure, does denote blowinu wince the static pressure
at the exit of the blo,:,nq slot is below tree stream
total pressure.

As indicated in figure ti, lip and ditfuser
blowing were effective in maintaining attached flow
to high angles-ot-attack. Oiftuser blowing (solid
symb.rls) was more eftective at the low value of
blowing pressure ratio, P / po e 1.0 (tig. 4(a)).
Lip blowing (open symbols is less effective at this
pressure ratio due to the adverse effect of the lip
slot itself as will be explained later. As blowing
pressure ratio increased to 1e, lip blowint becomes
as effective as diffuser blowing (fig. 4(b)}l . At
the high value of blowing pressure ratio, 1'i/P
a 1.4, lip blowing becomes more eftective t1lan

o
 dit-

fuser blowing at high velocity ratios (fig. 4(c)).
At this blowing pressure ratio, the full benefit of
lip blowing at the highest ang10-ot-attack as well
as Moth lip and ditfuser blowing at the low angles-
of-attack could not be demonstrated (symbols with
arrow pointing up). The separation boundary coulu
not be determined and still stay within the envelope
of sate operating conditions tsee discussion of pro-
cedure).

The decrease in the effectiveness of ditfuser
blowing relative to lip blowing with increasing
blowing pressure ratio is probably the result of
where flow separation is located within the inlet.
As the inlet angle-ot-attack is increased with no
blowing, separation probably starts in the diffuser
and not on the lip. This is interred from the fact
that diffuser blowing is effective and the fact that
blowing downstream of where the flow separates gen-
erally is not effective (ref. 5). Moreover, the
analytical results, which will be discussed later,
indicate that flow separation is located in the dif-
tuser. Hence, the separation must be occuriny down-
stream of the diffuser blowing slot in the inlet
ditfuser. (Where separation started in the inlet
had to be inferrc, because the slow responding
steady state measurements of lip and dittuser sepa-
ration indicated that flow separation on the lip aria
in the diffuser occurred at essentially the same
time.) Applying a sufficiently high ditfuser blow-
ing pressure ratio as inlet angle-of-attack is in-
creased can completely eliminate diffuser separa-
tion. At the higher angles-of-attack, hewever, fur-
ther increases in ditfuser blowing pressure ratio
are not effective because the diffuser is r, longer
the critical element. Instead, at the higher
angles-of-attack separation occurs on the lip and
this, of course, cannot be eliminated by blowing in
the diffuser. To eliminate this flow separation
problem requires blowing on the lip. And by in-
creasing the lip blowing pressure ratio, inlet
angle-of-attack capability can be increased beyond
that which can be achieved by ditfuser blowing.
Moreover, the results in figure 4 indicate that
blowing on the lip not only can eliminate lip sepa-
ration it can also eliminate diffuser separation.
Thus, higher angle-of-attack capability can be
achieved by lip blowing thai, oy diffuser blowing
because at higher angles-of-attack the separation
point moves upstream to the inlet lip.

Acs previously mentioned, there is an adverse
effect of the slut when it is located on the lip but
no significant effect when the Slot is located in
the diffuser. This is shown in figure 5(a) where
the flow separation boundaries for the lip slot
closed configuration (open symbols), the diffuser
slot closed configuration (solid symbols), and the
baseline configuration (i.e,, no slot, dashed line)
are compared. (The slot was closed in a way that
formed a rearward facing step.) the separation
boundary for the diffuser slot closed configuration
is essentially the same as that for the baseline
configuration indicating no effect of the diffuser
slot. Tile separation boundary for the lip slot
closed configuration, however, is considerably less
than that tot , the no slot configuration indicating
the adverse effect of the lip slot. The reason for,
this will be explained shortly.

This same effect accounts for the reduction in
the separation boundary with lip blowing at a blow-
ing pressure ratio of 1.0 that was shown in figure
4(a). To further explain this, a comparison is made
in figure b(b) of lip blowing at a blowing pressure
ratio of 1.0 with the lip slot closed configuration
(solid line). Also shown is the baseline configura-
tion (dashed line). the symbols, which denote the
III) blowing results, generally have the same separa-
tion boundary as that for the lip closed configura-
tion. Consequently, lip blowing at this blowing
pressure ratio does riot re-energize the boundary
layer enough to overcome the adverse effect of the
lip slot. The result is that lip blowing is not as
eftective as ditfuser blowing at the low value of
blowing pressure ratio.

The adverse effect of the lip slot is composed
of two parts. Une part can be seen by examining the
axial distribution of internal surface static pres-
sures on the windward slue of the inlet. Figure b
compares this pressure distribution for the baseline
configuration andthe small lip slot closed configu-
ration, For both configurations, the minimum value
of static pressure occurs at the highlight (i.e., at
x/L - 0.0). The lip slot closed configuration, how-
ever, has a lower value for this minimum static
pressure which results in an increase in the already
steep adverse pressure gradient downstream of the
lip slot. This, in turn, increases the tendency of
the flow to separate from the lip slot closed con-
figuration compared to the baseline configuration.
An increase in the curvature of the lip slot closed
configuration in the region of the highlight com-
pared with that of the baseline configuration could
be responsible for the observed effect. No such
effort was observed for the diffuser slot closed
configuration.

the other part of the adverse effect of the lip
slot is oue to the fact that, at the lip slot, the
flow separates as it passes over the rearward facing
step formed by the closed slot, and then reattaches
at some distance downstream. Based upon refer-
ence 6, it is reasonable to assume that, at the lo-
cation where flow reattachment occurs, the boundary
layer profile is relatively "weak" compared with the
profile that exists at this location for the base-
line config u ration. Also, a very steep adverse
pressure gradient exists downstream of the lip slot
as already mentioned. Consequently, the "weak" pro-
fileassociated with the lip slot configuration is
much more likely to separate due to this steep ad-
verse gradient than is the profile associated with
the baseline configuration, both parts of the ad-
verse effect of the lip slot contribute to the lower
separation boundary shown in figure 5(a) for the lip



slot closed configuration compared to the separation
boundary for the baseline configuration.

In contrast to the lip slot, the diffuser slot
is located downstream of the adverse pressure gradi-
ent. At the location where flow reattachment occurs
due to the rearward facing step formed by the diffu-
ser slot, the boundary layer profile probably is not
much "weaker" than the profile that exists at this
location for the baseline configuration. Both have
had to overcome the same adverse pressure gradient
shown in figure 6. Thus, the diffuser slot would
not be expected to have much effect on the inlet
flow separtion boundary,

Effect of Lip. Slot Circumferential Extent

As previously discussed, higher angle-of-attack

capability can be achieved by lip blowing than by
diffuser blowing. Therefore, the remainder of the
paper will present further details of the aerody-
namic performance of the inlet with lip blowing.

The lip blowing results presented so far have
been for a slot circumferential extent of 1200
( t 60' from the windward plane). The effect of
changing the lip slot circumferential extent on the
flow separation boundary is shown in figure 7. Also
shown is the separation boundary for the baseline
configuration (dashed line). The results are pre-
sented for th^ smaller lip slot height of 0.0508 cm
(h/DF = 1x10- ) at a blowing pressure ratio of 1.4.
The circumferential extent of the slot was varied by

closing the slot so as to minimize the change in the
contour of the internal surface in the vicinity of

the slot rather than causing a rearward facing step
to occur.

As the figure indicates, a lip slot circumferen-
tial extent of greater than 30' was necessary for
blowing to be effective. Blowing through a slot
circumferential extent of 120' resulted in a very
high angle-of-attack capability for the inlet. At a
throat-to free stream velocity ratio of 3.0 (which,
as already mentioned, is representative of an opera-
ting condition that might be encountered during the
landing phase of a V/STOL aircraft),the no slot con-
figuration as well as the inlet with a 30' extent of
blowing were capable of achieving an angle-of-attack
of only 55	 Increasing the circumferential extent
of blowing to 60' looks like it would increase the
flow separation angle to about 70'; and blowing
through a slot circumferential extent 120 increased
the angle-of-attack capability to at least 110%

The reason for this improvement with increasing
circumferential extent of blowing can be explained
by examining the circumferential variation of the
diffusion velocity ratio shown in figure 8. Diffu-
sion velocity ratio is defined as the ratio of max-

imum-to-diffuser exit surface velocities. The re-
sult,, shown in this figure were obtained from the
potential flow analysis method described in refer-
ence 8. The diffusion velocity ratio parameter can

be used as an indicator of whether separation is
likely to occur, Previous experimental results
(ref. 4) indicated that separation would occur in
this inlet when the ratio exceeded a value of about
2.7.

The analytical circumferential variation of dif-
fusion velocity ratio Is shown in figure 8 for three
angles-of-attack at a throat-to-free stream velocity
ratio of 2.5. The limiting value of the diffusion
velocity ratio, 2.7, is shown on the figure and il-
lustrates that the circumfei°ential extent of the
separated region increases with increasing angle-of-
attack, At an angle-of-attack of 50', no separation
would occur since the maximum value of the diffusion

velocity ratio was below 2.7. At an angle-of-attack
of 75', however, separation would occur and the re-
gion of separation would extend about 60' on either
side of the windward plane (W ® 0'). At an angle-
of-attack of 110 0 , the region of separation would

extend about 70' on either side of the windward
plane. Thus, to prevent flow separation at high
angles-of-attach requires blowing through a lip slot
that has a large circumferential extent. For exam-
ple, to avoid flow separation at an angle-of-attack
of 110', the blowing slot would have to extend over
at least 120' of the lip circumference.

Effect of Lip Slot Height

The effect of blowing through different lip

slot heights on the flow separation boundary is
shown in figure 9 for a slot circumferential extent
of 120°	 At blowing pressure ratios of 1.0 and 1.1
(figs. 9(a) and (b), respectively), blowing through
the larger slot height (h a 0.152 cm, solid symbols)

was more effective than blowing through the smaller
slot height (h - 0.0508 cm, open symbols).

As already mentioned, blowing through the
smaller lip slot height at a low blowing pressure
ratio does not re-energize the boundary layer enough
to overcome the adverse effect of the slot. How-
ever, blovling through the larger lip slot height at
the same conditions (i.e., same values for free
stream velocity, angle-of-attack, blowing pressure
ratio, and throat Mach number) triples the amount of
momentum injected into the boundary layer. Having
the same flow conditions for both slot heights
(i.e., free stream velocity and inlet mass flow)

means that at any angle-of-attack the blowing jet
velocity was the same. Changing the slot height
resulted in changing only the mass flow rate. The
mass flow rate tripled because the 1>a-jer slot

height has a slot arei three times that of the
smaller slot height.

Comparison of Non-Blowing and Lip Blowing

A comparison of non-blowing and lip blowing re-

sults is shown in figure 10. The separation bound-
ary of the relatively thin lip inlet (CR R 1.46)
with and without lip blowing is compared to the sep-
aration boundary of an inlet having a relatively
thick lip (CR - 1.69; ref. k) ano no blowing.

As indicated, lipblowing utilizing the larger
slot height (h/DF	 3x10- ) at a blowing pressure
ratio of 1.1 (solid symbols), can at some conditions
double the angle-of-attack capability of the base-
line inlet (dashed line). Furthermore, this lip
blowing configuration is as effective and, in some
cases, more effective in achieving high angle-of-
attack capability than using the thick lip inlet
(dash-dotted line). For example at a throat to free

stream velocity ratio Vt/Vo of 2.5, the relatively
thin lip baseline inlet was capable of achieving an
angle-of-attack of only 50'. Lip blowing increased
this capability to 110 . By comparison, the thick
lip inlet achieved an angle-ot-attack of 82' at the
same velocity ratio of 2.5.

Some Criteria for Selecting Lip
Bowing Parameters

The same angle-of-attack capability achieved by

blowing through the larger lip slot height with a
blowing p ressure ratio of 1.1 can, of course, also
be achieved by blowing through the smaller lip slot
height. However, to accomplish this requires in-
creasing the blowing pressure ratio to a value of



about 1.4 as shown in figure lU by tilt) open syn+-

bols. Since essentially tilt , same angleAut==attack
capability can be achieved by blowing through either
lip slot height, some criterion is nileded to choose
between them. One criterion is relative blowing
power (HOP). The equation used for k-alculating NO
Is shown in figure 10. It is a non=dimensional pa-
rameter that represents the ratio of the ideal
anxiunt of power required to increase the pressure of
the blowing air from tree stream total conditions to
the desired value, Pg, divided by the ideal amount
of power in the inlet air stream. Note that when

the blowing total pressure, Pg^ is equal to the
free stream total pressure, Po, the relative blow-

ing power is zero. This means that ram air can be
used as the source of the blowing air and, conse-
quently, no power front 	 propulsion system is
needed.

The equation also shows that, at the low blow-
ing pressure ratios, blowing power is mach more sen-
sitive to changes in blowing pressure ratio than it
is to changes in blowing mass flow ratio (blowing
mass flow divided by inlet mass flow). lhus, it is
more efficient (i.e., requires less power) to re-
energize the boundary layer using a high blowing
mass flow ratio at a low Mewing pressure ratio than

visa versa. Based on this, the large lip slot
height configuration would be chosen. The results

shown in the small table in figure 10 confirm this.
In order to achieve the some angle-of-attack capa-
bility, the smaller slot height required a blowing
mass flow ratio of about 0.012 a; a blowing pressure
ratio of 1.4, while the larger slot height required
a blowing mass flow ratio of about O.0<1 at a blow-
ing pressure ratio of 1.1. This resulted In the
larger slot height requiring only about halt the
relative blowing power of the smaller slot height
(5,8 compared to 12).

Besides relative blowing power, another criter-
ion that could be used to choose between the two lip
slot heights is whether the air required for blowing
can realistically be bled front the core-compressor.
According to reference 7, a blowing mass flow ratio
of 0.009 and a blowing pressure ratio of 2.b are well
within the bleed capability of contemporary core-
compressor. Based oil 	 criterion, the smaller
lip slot height a;uuld be selected. It requires a
blowing mass flow ratio of only 0.012 at a blowing
pressure ratio of 1.4. The larger mass flow ratio
required for blowing through the larger slot height
(mB/ml A 0.021) falls tar c 'side the core-com-
pressor bleed capability revorted in reference 7.

However, the low blowing pressure ratio (PB/Po
a 1,1) associated with the larger lip slot height

raises the possibility that the required air could
be bled oft downstream of the fail 	 than from
the core-compressor. To achieve this means that,
when the fan is throttled back during the landing
maneuver, the fan total pressure ratio must stay
above a value of 1.1 (at least in the region where
the air is bled off). It also implies that, to some
extent, the fan operational characteristics are in-
fluenced by the separation characteristics of the
inlet. Because, when the tan is throttled back to a
pressure ratio of about 1.1, the flan airflow must

remain high enough so that inlet flow separation
does not occur. Thus, blowing through the larger
lip slot height to keep the blowing power require-
ment low probably means that the blowing air is sup-
plied front 	 fan, and that the tan operational

characteristics are influenced, to some extent, by
the separation characteristics of the inlet.
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by neglecting the Reynolds number ettect, R t„
and by assuming h/UF to be constant, the relatyun-

strip reouees to:

Vti Vb
apg 

Vt , -Vti

This relationship must be applied to each blot+

ing geometry since h/UF is assumed to be con-
stant. (Note that for the rron-blowing geometry,
i.e., won both Vg anti h are zero, and by neglect-
ing the effect of Reynolds number, the relationship

reduces to that for non-blowing which has already
been discussed in connection with fig. 3).

Now successfully the relationship correlates
the blowing results is shown in figure 11. the data
are from the inlet configuration with lip blowing
through tilt) smaller slot height (h/01: R 1x10") and
the largest slot cireumferr_intial extent ( r? m 1d0*).
Values of the correlating parameter, VU/Vt, range
between w.b and b.7. Vei;v fVw data points have the

same value of Vt/Vt because of the procedure for
acquiring the Baia. However, preliminary indications

are that the parameter successfully correlates the
data as evident from tilt) lines of constant V /V
prawn through the data. This was true not on y for

the particular blowing geometry shown but also for
all blowing geometries investigated with this in-
let. Further investigations, specifically designed
to test this correlation, dre needed before a final
determination of its validity can be made.

Analytical Method

As mentioned earlier, an analytical methoo has

been developed that call 	 the performance of
V/STOL inlets that utilize tangential blowing for
boundary layer control. It consists of a series of
computer programs developed at the NASA Lewis Re-
search Center. A flow chart depicting the sequence
for using these programs is presented in figure 12.
All programs start with the geometry programwhich
creates the discrete control points for each geo-
metric configuration. Then the incompressible po-
tential flow program is used to calculate the basic
solutions to the problem. These basic solutions are
combined into a solution that satisfies the desired
inlet operating conditions of free stream velocity,
angle-of-attack, and inlet mass flow. Next, the
incompressible flow is corrected for compressibility
and supersonic effects. The compressible potential
flow solution is then used as an input to the two-
dimensional compressible boundary layer program
which calculates the laminar, transition, and turbu-
lent boundary layer characteristics, and predicts
flow separation. A recent extension to this bound-
ary layer program allows the performance of suction



and tangential boundary layer control concepts to be
calculated. A more complete description of the ana-
lytical method utilizing suction and tangential blow-
ing is given in reference 8.

Lo n>pari son of Analytical and Exp erimental ttesults

Separation Boundaries

A comparison of analytical and experimental
separation boundaries is given in figure 13 for
three inlet configurations: the baseline configura-
tion (fig. 13(a)); the diffuser blowing configura-
tion with the larger slot height (fig. 13(b)); and
the lip blowing configuration with ".he smaller slot
height (fig. 13(c)). The blowing results are shown
for a blowing pressure ratio of 1.2 and a blowing
circumferential extent of 120'.

For all three configurations, the predicted
(i.e., analytical) and experimental separation bound-
aries agree well at the lower velocity ratios, i.e.,
at angles-of-attack below 90 0 : For the baseline con-
figuration at a velocity ratio of 5,:1, the predicted
boundary was about 10' low. The reason for this is
not yet completely understood but, because of this
discrepencey, no attempt was made to predict separa-
tion boundaries for the two blowing configurations at
angles-of-attack greater than 90'.

For the diffuser blowing configuration at a
velocityratio of 3.2 the predicted result also was
about 10 low. This is felt to be a result of the
predicted location of flow separation being differ-
ent from the experimental location. This does not
cause a significant difference between the predicted
and experimental separation boundaries as long as
both the predicted and experiment-1 separation lo=
cations occur downstream of the diffuser blowing
slot, But at high angles-of-attack, the predicted
separation location occurs upstream of this slot.
The analytical calculations cannot be done beyond
the separation point. Therefore, the angle-of-
attack is reduced in order to move the separation
location downstream of the blowing-slot. The ana-
lytical separation boundary then falls below the
experimentally determined boundary.

As previously mentioned, the analyticalmethod
for predicting internal flow separation with tangen-
tial blowing utilizes a two-dimensional blowing Jet.
Thus, the analytical results are strictly applicable
only in one plane, namely the windward plane of the
inlet. The good agreement between predicted and
experimental separation boundaries at angles-of-
attack below 90 implies that internal flow ;,,epara-
tion starts in the windward plane rather than at
some other circumferential location.

At other angles-of-attack and blowing pressure
ratios, internal flow separation might also first
occur in the windward plane. However, it may also
be possible for the flow to separate at some other
circumferential location. This can be explained by
referring back to figure 8 and nrting that the dif-
fusion velocity ratio is a measure of the adverse
pressure gradient. When the inlet is at an angle-
of-attack greater than zero degrees, there is a cir-
cumferential variation in internal static pressures
in the forward part of the inlet resulting in a cir-
cumferential variation in the adverse pressure gra-
dient, with the steepest gradient occurring in the
windward plane. At very high angles-of-attack, a
considerable circumferential extent of the flow must
diffuse through an adverse pressure gradient greater
than that required for separation to occur (i.e.,
above V ma /Vde ° 2.7). At each circumferential
location, the amount of momentum required to re-

energizethe boundary layer sufficiently to maintain
attached flow isdifferent, and is proportional to
the magnitude of the rressure gradient above that
value where flow separation is likely to occur.
Thus, there is a circumferential variation in the
amount of momentum required to keep the boundary
layer attached with the greatest amount required in
the windward plane.

Also when the inlet is at angle-of-attack, the
circumferential variation in irlet surface static
pressure combined with a constant blowing total
pressure results in a circumferential variation in
total-to-static blowing pressure ratio at the exit
of the blowing slot. Thus, there is a circumferen-
tial variation in the amount o. momentum injected
into the boundary layer, with the greatest amount
injected at the windward plane.

The necessary condition for attached flow is
that the amount of momentum injected at each circunr
ftreritial location must be at least equal to the
amount of momentum required at each circumferential
location. As just discussed, the circumferential
variation in i:i,)ected momentum has a trend similar
to the circumferential variation in required momen-
tum. However, there is no guarantee that at each
circumferential location the proper amount of momen-
turn will be injected to ensure the attachment of the
boundary layer. Consequently, it is not obvious at
which circumferential location flow separation would
start and, therefore, some of the discrepency be-
tween experimental and analytical results that occur
at the higher angles-of-attack (see fig. 13(b)) may
be a result of the analytical calculations being
applicable only at the windward location.

Velocity Profiles

A comparison of experimental and analytical
velocity profiles was made at two axial locations in
the windward plane, one at the diffuser rake and the
other at the fan face rake (see fig. 2). The re-
sults are shown in figure 14 for the baseline con-
figuration and figure 15 fur the oiftuser blowing
configuration with the larger slot height. Both
configurations are at conditions where separation
boundaries were compared in figure 13 (a - 40%
Vt/V1.6 for the no slot configuration;
a A us , V /Vo m 2.1, PB/Po - 1.2 for the
diffuser bowing configuration).

For the baseline configuration, the predicted
velocity profile is somewhat"stronger" than the
experimental profile at both axial locations (fig.
14(a) and (b)), This difference, however, is small
enough so as not to significa ,rtly effect the separa-
tion boundary.

For the diffuser blowing configuration, the
predicted and experimental velocity profiles agree
well at the diffuser rake location except in the
vicinity of y/H - 0.2, where the predicted veloc-
ity is too high fig. 15(a)). This difference prob-
ably results because the blowing velocity profile at
the exit of the blowing slot, which must be speci-
fied in the prediction methods, is not the same as
the experimental velocity profile at this location.
A similar trend in blowing velocity profiles was
observed in ^eference S. By the time the flow has
reached the fan face rake, however, enough mixing
has taken place so that the predicted and experimen-
tal velocity profiles agree very well (fig. 15(b)).

Summary o f Results

Experimental and analytical investigations were
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of tangen-



tial blowing in preventing internal fiow separation
over the range of operating conditions likely to be
encountered by inlets for subsonic V/STOL aircraft.
The results of the investigation can be summarized
as follows:

Experimental

1. Both lip and diffuser blowing were ef-
fective in maintaining attached flow to
high angles-of-attack.

2. Higher angle-of-attack capability was
achieved by lip blowing rather than by
diffuser blowing.

3. The angle-of-attack operating range of
this inlet was,	 at some conditions,
doubled by utilizing lip blowing.

4. Lip blowing was effective using either
of the two slot heights. 	 Using the

larger lip slot height required 	 less
power.	 The boundary layer is more ef-
ficiently re-energized using a high

blowing mass flow at a low blowing ve-
locity than using a tow blowing mass
flow at a high blowing velocity.

5. To increase the angle-of-attack capabil-
ity of this inlet required increasing
the circumferential extent of lip blow-
ing.	 Lip blowing had to cover a circum-
ferential extent of 120 0 to maintain
attached flow at the highest angles-of-
attack,

6. The ratio of blowing velocity to inlet
throat velocity, VB/Vt,	 successfully
correlates the blowing results for a

given blowing geometry (i.e.,	 fixed
slot height	 location,	 and circumteren-
tial extent .

Analytical

1. For both non-blowing and blowing con-
figurations,	 the analytical and experi-
mental flow separation boundaries agree
well	 at angles-of-attack below 90 9 .

2. At the lower angles-of-attack, the ana-

lytical and experimental boundary layer
velocity profiles show good agreement

at the two inlet axial locations where
comparisons were made,
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Figure 5. - Effect of closed slots on separation boundary
and comparison of lip slot closed resuitvith lip blowing
at a pressure ratio of 1. 0. hfDF a 1x10" ; 0 °.1200,
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Figure 12. - Schematic diagram of inlet flow prediction computer programs.
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